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The rapidly emerging fabric of mobile and wireless technologies offer the potential to influence, disrupt, expand, and be integrated into our social patterns and personal networks. There is little doubt that laptops, PDAs, MP3 players, and mobile phones have enabled personal technologies and networks to become a truly mobile experience. As researchers, however, we often approach these mobile uses and environments from the point of view of one technology, typically the mobile phone. This paper reports on a comparative qualitative research project in London, Los Angeles and Tokyo that examined the everyday uses of all technologies that people carry and use to interact with their daily environment. In the paper we outline our four fold methodological approach (photo elicitation, contextual interviews, diary studies, and shadowing) in this project, particularly focusing on a new methodology of using GPS enabled camera phones to have participants “moblog” their daily interactions with people and objects they carried. The location specific moblogs provided robust data about how participants see and understand interactions in everyday life, compared to the alternative diary methods of textual journals and voice recorders. The resulting findings indicate that participants had similar practices of using personal mobile technologies for identity management, boundary maintenance, group affiliation and personal history. The GPS moblogs provide a powerful new tool in researching new mobile lifestyles.
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